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௟ܸ௢௦ ൌ ܽܿ݋ݏሺ߰ െ ܾሻ ൅ ܿ        equation 6 
Where the coefficients a, b and c correspond to; 
ܷ௛௢௥௜௭௢௡௧௔௟ ൌ ௔௦௜௡థ          equation 7 
ܾ ൌ ߝ               equation 8 






















cos ߜ െ sin ߜ 0






























































































ݑ௣௢௜௡௧ ൌ ݂ܿ݌௨ ∗ ݑ௟௜ௗ௔௥        equation 11 
 





ݑ௙௥௘௘	௦௧௥௘௔௠ ൌ ݂ܿ ௨݂ ∗ ݑ௟௜ௗ௔௥         equation 13 
 
ݒ௙௥௘௘	௦௧௥௘௔௠ ൌ ݂ܿ ௩݂ ∗ ݒ௟௜ௗ௔௥         equation 14 
 
݂ܿ ௨݂ ൌ ௨೑ೝ೐೐	ೞ೟ೝ೐ೌ೘௨೗೔೏ೌೝ            equation 15  














ߠ௣௢௜௡௧ ൌ ߠ௟௜ௗ௔௥ ൅ ݂ܿ݌ఏ       equation 19 
 
 



















U  V  W  Vlos  U  V  W  Vlos 
0  7.94  ‐13.009  0.713 ‐5.968 7.940  ‐13.009  0.713  ‐5.968 
72  7.929  ‐13.171  0.579 2.255 7.929  ‐13.1712 0.579  2.256 
144  7.837  ‐13.487  0.48 8.267 7.837  ‐13.486  0.480  8.266 
216  7.702  ‐13.652  0.56 3.781 7.702  ‐13.652  0.560  3.781 








































/* note that phi is the cone angle */ 







void z_rotation(float *ptr, float theta); 
 
extern int lmfit(double *x, double *data, double *p, int m, int n); 
 
int yorn, zone, nh; 
float xloc, yloc, zloc, height, dh, h,  ver; 
float gamma_deg, beta_deg, cfd_psi_deg;  
float gamma_rad, beta_rad, cfd_psi_rad; 
float u_p[3], u_l[3], np; 
float rig_rot_deg, lidar_rot_deg; 
float cff_U, cff_u, cff_v, cff_w, cff_th, cfp_U, cfp_u, cfp_v, cfp_w, cfp_th; 
float u_ref, v_ref, w_ref, U_mag_ref; 
float u, v, w, x, y, z, hmeas[50], dumnum1, dumnum2, dumnum3, dumnum4; 
float phi_deg=30.4, phi_rad;  







float U_magl, U_magp; 
float pi=3.14159; 
float psi_deg, psi_inc, psi_rad; 
float ploc[50][3], Vlos[50][50], asangle[50]; 
 





double psi[50], data[50]; 
 



















Message("ZEPHIR simulation program version %.2f started Vref =15 m/s \n", ver); 
 
 











if (inp_file_ptr !=NULL) 
 
  { 
  fscanf(inp_file_ptr, "%s %s %s %s %s %s %s \n", &dummy, &dummy, &dummy, &dummy, &dummy, &dummy, &dummy);  
  Message("read header \n"); 
  fscanf(inp_file_ptr, "%d %d %f %f %f %f %f \n", &zone, &yorn, &height, &nh, &gamma_deg, &beta_deg, 
&cfd_psi_deg); 
  Message("read data \n"); 
  } 
 
 else  
   
  { 
  Message("no file name \n");  




for (i=0;i<np; i++) 
 
  { 
   fscanf(inp_file_ptr, "%f %f %f %f \n", &dumnum1, &dumnum2, &dumnum3, &dumnum4); 
   
  } 
 




Message("finished reading settings.dat \n\n"); 
 
Message("x location %6.4f \n", xloc); 
Message("y location %6.4f \n", yloc); 
Message("z location %6.4f \n", zloc); 






Message("beta %6.0f\n", beta_deg); 
Message("psi %6.0f\n", cfd_psi_deg); 
 




result=sprintf(string1, "ZephIR simulation %d degrees.dat",b); 
 








/* calcualte the reference values of the free stream from which correction factors will 
















/* inputs required for the fluent UDF get domain defines the entire domain and lookup_thread get the thread  
number for the specified zone in the given domain */ 
 






ct = Lookup_Thread(d, zone); 
 










if (yorn==1)  
 {  




 Message("abreviated output version %.2f \n", ver); 
 } 
 
for (j=1; j<=nh; j++) 
 
{ 
 Message("measurement height %d being calculated \n", j); 
 h=dh*j; 
 if (yorn==1) {fprintf(exp_file_ptr, "%.2f \n",h);} 
  
 /* to find the velocity at the measurement height directly above the lidar */ 
 
 /* define the point at the measurement height directly above */ 
 
 point[0]= xloc;  
 point[1]= yloc; 
 point[2]= zloc + h; 
 
 /*pointer to the cell containing the xyz location*/ 






 c = cell_containing_point(point, ct); 
  






 if (yorn==1) {Message("unrotated %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n", u_p[0], u_p[1], u_p[2]);} 
 
 /* rotate the velocity vector from the cfd to the lidar coordinate system */ 
 
 z_rotation(u_p, cfd_psi_deg); 
 
 if (yorn==1) {Message("rotated %6.3f to lidar %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",cfd_psi_deg, u_p[0], u_p[1], u_p[2]);} 
 




 z_rotation(u_p, -rig_rot_deg); 
 
 
 /* calculate the flow angle */ 
 
 if (u_p[0]>0) 
 { 
  if(u_p[1]>0) 
  { 
   theta_p=360.0-atan(u_p[1]/u_p[0])*180/pi; 
  } 
  if(u_p[1]<0) 
  { 
   theta_p=-atan(u_p[1]/u_p[0])*180/pi; 














 if (yorn==1) {Message("rotated %6.3f to lidar %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",rig_rot_deg, u_p[0], u_p[1], u_p[2]);} 
  
 if (yorn==1) {Message("point %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",point[0],point[1],point[2], u_p[0], 
u_p[1], u_p[2]);} 
  
 if (yorn==1) {fprintf(exp_file_ptr, "%6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",point[0],point[1],point[2], 
u_p[0], u_p[1], u_p[2]);} 
 
 psi_inc= 2*pi/50; 
  
 for (i=0;i<=49; i++) 
 
  { 
  /* to find the 50 scan points above the lidar */ 
   
  /* define the angle of the point from the y axis in the cfd coordinate system */ 
 
  psi_rad=i*psi_inc; 
     
  /* calculate the x, y and z locations of the scan point above the origin of 0, 0, 0 */ 
 
  point[0]= h*sin(phi_rad)*sin(psi_rad)/cos(phi_rad) ;  
  point[1]= h*sin(phi_rad)*cos(psi_rad)/cos(phi_rad) ; 
  point[2]= h; 
 
  /* Message("point rel to origin %d %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",i, psi_rad, point[0],point[1],point[2]); 
 
 
   rotate the point into lidar coordinate system */  
 
  lidar_rot_deg=cfd_psi_deg+beta_deg+gamma_deg; 
 







  /* Message("point rotated to lidar %d %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",i, psi_rad, 
point[0],point[1],point[2]); 
 
  add the offset to move the point to the scan position relative to the lidar */ 
  
  point[0]= point[0]+ xloc ;  
  point[1]= point[1]+ yloc; 
  point[2]= point[2]+ zloc; 
 
  /* Message("point translated to lidar coord %d %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",i, psi_rad, 
point[0],point[1],point[2]); 
   
   pointer to the cell containing the xyz location*/ 
   
  c = cell_containing_point(point, ct); 
  
  /*get the u, v and w velocity components in that cell */ 
  
  u_l[0]=C_U(c,ct); 
  u_l[1]=C_V(c,ct); 
  u_l[2]=C_W(c,ct); 
  
  /* Message("point velocity %d %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",i, psi_rad, u_p[0],u_p[1],u_p[2]); 
 
   rotate the velocity vector from the cfd to the lidar coordinate system */ 
 
  z_rotation(u_l, cfd_psi_deg); 
 
  /* rotate the wind vector due to the rotation of the platform relative to the wind */ 
 
  z_rotation(u_l, -beta_deg); 
 
  /* rotate the wind vector due to the rotation of the lidar relative to the platform */ 
 
  z_rotation(u_l, -gamma_deg); 
 






   
  calculate the V line of sight based on the Lidar at the origin */ 
 
  data[i]=u_l[0]*sin(phi_rad)*sin(psi_rad)+u_l[1]*sin(phi_rad)*cos(psi_rad)+u_l[2]*cos(phi_rad); 
  psi[i]=psi_rad; 
   
  /* Message("Vlos %d %6.3f %6.3f  \n",i, psi_rad, data[i]); 
 
   print to file the results */   
   
  if (yorn==1) {fprintf(exp_file_ptr,"%6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n",psi[i], 
point[0],point[1], point[2], u_l[0], u_l[1], u_l[2], data[i]); } 
   
  } 
 
  /* put a fit through all 50 data points */  
 
  ret=lmfit(data, psi, p, m, n); 
   
  /* calculate the azimuth magnitude, theta and w componenet from the coefficients */ 
   
  U_lidar=p[0]/sin(phi_rad); 
  U_lidar=pow(U_lidar,2); 
  U_lidar=sqrt(U_lidar); 
   
  theta_l=p[1]-pi/2.0; 
   
  theta_l=theta_l*180/pi; 
 
  if (theta_l<0) {theta_l=theta_l+360;} 
 
  Message("theta %4.2f %4.2f \n", theta_l, theta_p); 
 
  if (sqrt((theta_l-theta_p)*(theta_l-theta_p))> 90) 
   
  { 
   






   
   Message("180 degree ambiguity detected \n"); 
  } 
 
  theta_l=theta_l*pi/180; 
 
  w_lidar=p[2]/cos(phi_rad); 
 
  u_l[0]=U_lidar*cos(-theta_l); 
  u_l[1]=U_lidar*sin(-theta_l); 
  u_l[2]=w_lidar; 
   
  U_magl=sqrt(u_l[0]*u_l[0]+u_l[1]*u_l[1]); 
  U_magp=sqrt(u_p[0]*u_p[0]+u_p[1]*u_p[1]); 
   
  theta_l=theta_l*180.0/pi; 
 
  if(theta_l < 0) 
  { 
   theta_l=theta_l+360; 
  } 
   
  if(theta_l > 360) 
  { 
   theta_l=theta_l-360; 
  } 
 
  /* calculate the correction factors */ 
  
  cff_u=U_ref[0]/u_l[0]; 
  cff_v=U_ref[1]/u_l[1]; 
  cff_w=U_ref[2]/U_mag_ref-u_l[2]/U_mag_ref; 
  cff_U=U_mag_ref/U_magl; 
  cff_th=(beta_deg+gamma_deg)-theta_l; 
 
  cfp_u=u_p[0]/u_l[0]; 
  cfp_v=u_p[1]/u_l[1]; 






  cfp_U=U_magp/U_magl; 
  cfp_th=theta_p-theta_l; 
 
  
 /* write the lidar and point velocity to file */ 
 
 fprintf(exp_file_ptr, " %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f 
%6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f %6.3f \n", h, U_magl, u_l[0], u_l[1], u_l[2], theta_l, U_magp, u_p[0], u_p[1], 
u_p[2], theta_p, cff_u, cff_v, cff_w, cff_U, cff_th, cfp_u, cfp_v, cfp_w, cfp_U, cfp_th); 
    






 Message("lidar simulation ended \n"); 
 
}   
  
 
cxboolean outward_face(face_t f, Thread *ft, cell_t c, Thread *ct) 
{ 
  Thread *ct1; 
  cell_t c1; 
  ct1 = THREAD_T1(ft); 
  if(NULLP(ct1))return TRUE; /* face on boundary */ 
  c1 = F_C1(f,ft); 
  if ((c==c1)&&(ct==ct1))return FALSE; /* face's c1 is c so f inward to c */ 
  return TRUE; 
} 
cxboolean point_in_cell(real point[ND_ND], cell_t c, Thread *ct) 
{ 
  int i; 
  real dist; 
  real p_rel[ND_ND], f_cen[ND_ND], A[ND_ND]; 
  face_t f; 






  cxboolean inside = TRUE; 
  c_face_loop(c, ct, i) 
 { 
   if(inside) 
  { 
    f=C_FACE(c, ct, i); 
    ft=C_FACE_THREAD(c, ct, i); 
    F_CENTROID(f_cen,f,ft); 
    F_AREA(A,f,ft); 
    NV_VV(p_rel,=,point,-,f_cen); /* point relative to f_cen */ 
    dist=NV_DOT(p_rel,A); 
    if (outward_face(f,ft,c,ct)) /* Count as inside if dist == 0.0 */ 
   {if (dist > 0.0) inside = FALSE;} 
    else 
   {if (dist < 0.0) inside = FALSE;} 
  } 
 } 
  return inside; 
} 
cell_t cell_containing_point(real point[ND_ND], Thread *ct) 
{ 
  cell_t c; 
  cell_t c_in = NULL_CELL; 
  begin_c_loop(c,ct) 
 { 
   if(c_in == NULL_CELL) /* if cell not found yet */ 
  { 
    if (point_in_cell(point, c, ct)) c_in = c; 
  } 
 } 
  end_c_loop(c,ct) 
  return c_in; 
} 
void z_rotation(float *ptr, float theta) 
 
{ 
 float x, y, z; 



































zone verbose height nh      gamma beta    psi   
2  0   1.0  50      21.0    330.0   180.0 
0   3.9316  3.4358  0.355 
30  3.9235  3.4343  0.355 
60  3.929  3.9255  0.355 
90      3.7933   3.9954   0.355 
120     3.5076   3.9197   0.355 
150     3.5076   3.9197   0.355 
180     3.15     3.705    0.355 
210     3.2308   3.4255   0.355 
240     3.2303   3.2861   0.355 
270     3.3691   3.1432   0.355 
300     3.6541   3.1466   0.355 
330     3.9358   3.1483   0.355 
 
Table 2: Settings.dat file data 
The first line of text describes the value below 
Zone (2) the definition of the fluid zone from fluent. If unknown then needs to be 
determined by selecting the fluid region from the Surface/zone surface menu and then 
selecting manage. The number shown in the ID box is the zone name. 
Verbose (0) if set to 0 the abbreviated version of the UDF is run, if set to 1 the verbose 
version is executed. 
Height (1.0) the height above the LiDAR location over which the interrogations will be made. 
Nh (50) the number of discrete steps over the range set by “height” that will be 
interrogated. 
Gamma (21.0) the angle in degrees between the LiDAR and rig coordinate systems 
Beta (330.0) the angle between the free stream wind vector and the rig coordinate system 
Psi (180) the rotation between the CFD and the LiDAR coordinate system. 
The groups of four digits below give the location of the LiDAR on the platform in the CFD 
coordinate system for each of the wind directions in the order; beta, x, y, z. linear 
dimensions are in metres and rotation angles are in degrees. 
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8 Output file format 
The LiDAR simulation program writes the calculated data into an output file the format of 
which depends on whether the verbose or abbreviated version of the program was used.  
The numerical data from the LiDAR simulation is the same for both file formats the only 
difference being that the verbose version has a header line written to the file which 
describes the contents of the column below, table 6. 
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table 6; output data file format 
The name of the output file is defined as 
 
ZephIR simulation beta degrees.dat 
 
where beta is the angle defined in the settings file. 
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